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Writing Assessment to
Inform Instruction
by Tanya Christ and Ron Cramer
Given the recent push to engage in assessment-based instruction in schools, this article
offers examples of how to use five methods o(
writing assessment (observation, analytic, self, peer,
and portfolio) to inform instruction. We recognize
that these methods are not new or exhaustive. Our
intent is not to present new methods, exhaustive
methods, or review relevant research. Our goal is
to demonstrate how to use the selected writing
assessments in combination to inform classroom
instruction.
Why use multiple assessment methods? Well,
because different assessments gather different kinds
of information to guide instructional planning.
For example, we prefer to use observation to better
understand children's writing process, and analytic assessment to evaluate their products. Various
assessments also have different purposes in terms
of supporting students' writing development. For
example, self and peer assessments help children
become more meta-aware of the criteria being evaluated in their writing, as well as their own writing
strengths and needs. Table 1 presents an overview
of the assessments discussed in this article, when
to use them, for what purposes, and how they are
related to the use of other writing assessments.
We approach the integration of these writing
assessment methods from a community ofpractice
perspective (Lave & Wenger, 1991). This perspective views learning about writing as the process of
students' "refining their [writing] practice" through
socially participating in a community of writers
(Wenger, 1998, p.7). Four aspects of a community
of practice are important to develop in order to
foster productive writing assessment and instruction (Lave & Wenger, 1991).
1. Build strong interpersonal relationships that
will facilitate collaborating together to improve
writing (i.e., mutual engagement).
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2. Develop similar ideas about what good writing
is (i.e., joint enterprise).
3. Develop similar expectations about how to
engage in and talk about writing (i.e., shared
repertoires of practice).
4. Help children shift from novice to expert writers.
Writing assessment and instruction should also be
grounded by standards. Since Michigan adopted
the Common Core State Standards (CCSS) in
2010, these ground the assessment methods used
in this article. You will see citations within in this
article that indicate how the criteria in the assessment tools are linked to specific CCSS standards.
Each of our selected writing assessment methods is
presented in a separate section to focus on what it
is, when and how it should be used, and examples
of how to use the data from it to inform writing
instruction. However, these assessments should be
used in combination to improve the reliability and
validity of conclusions drawn from them (Tompkins, 2011). Thus, how the use of each selected
writing assessment overlaps with the use of other
selected writing assessments is also discussed in
each section. We conclude the article with some
"Practical Steps" that we hope will guide teachers
who want to get started with integrating these
writing assessment methods in their classrooms.

Selected Writing Assessments to
Inform Instruction
Observation
After retiring, Yogi Berra, Hall of Fame catcher
for the New York Yankees, became famous for his
curious observations about life. Yogi once said, "You
can observe a lot just by watching." Yogi's right,
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Table 1.

An Overview of Writing Assessments
Assessment
When to Use
& Selected
Focus
Observation: Periodically during
Writing
each writing unitProcess
e.g., beginning,
middle, and end of
the unit
Analytic:
Periodically during
each writing unitWritten
e.g., beginning,
Products
middle, and end of
the unit
After each draft of a
Self:
piece of writing
Written
Products

Peer:
Written
Products

Portfolio:
Written
Products and
Writing
Process

After the piece has
been revised as best
as possible using
self-assessment

Products are
selected for
inclusion
continuously across
the school year for
various purposes
(e.g., to show
process, selfanalysis, peer
analysis, and
oroducts, etc.)

Purpose

To identify
writers' specific
strengths and
needs to inform
instruction
To identify
writers' specific
strengths and
needs to inform
instruction
For a writer to
identify his
specific strengths
and needs to
inform revision

Relation to Other Writing
Assessment

Can be collected in a portfolio to
show change in a writer's process
over time

Can be collected in a portfolio to
show change in a writer's products
over time

Can be collected in a portfolio to
show change in a writer's ability to
self-assess to inform revision over
time

To extend ideas
for revision to
improve a piece of
writing

Criteria in self-assessment checklist
should mirror those in the analytic
rubric
Criteria in self-assessment checklist
should mirror those in the analytic
rubric and self-assessment
checklist

To get new
perspectives on a
piece of writing
To collect, share,
and demonstrate
writing growth
overtime

Can include all of the above writing
assessments to show change over
time and mastery of objectives such
as CCSS

and Owocki and Goodman (2002) call it "kidwatching." You can learn a lot in a short period of
time by just watching as kids write and collaborate
with others about their writing (Tompkins, 2011).
Observation is particularly useful for learning about
how students engage in the writing process, to inform instruction that will improve this engagement.
Observations over time can also be used to evaluate
students' writing process growth. They should be

used periodically as your class engages in a particular genre or unit of writing (e.g., at the beginning,
middle, and end of a unit) to inform instructional
objectives. Be sure to observe at different times
during the writing block to capture a spectrum of
engagement. If you observe a few children for just
a few minutes each day, you may be able to observe
each of your students about every two weeks. Share
some of your observations with your students. Be
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sure to mention their strengths, as well as suggest
some goals that you could work toward together.
Using an observation sheet organized based on the
writing standards used in your school creates structure for your observational notes. Figure 1 presents
an example of an observation sheet focused on a
narrative writing process that we created based on
the third-grade Common Core State Standards
(CCSS). It includes places to note both students'
writing strengths and needs because these inform
instruction; for example, you may want to use
children's strengths to help them develop in areas
of need (Kibby & Dechert, 2006; Walker, 2008).
You should discuss your observations about students' writing processes with them to help students
identify what they are already doing well and set
goals for improvement.
Based on our observations of Daquan's writing
engagement as he created a narrative using StoryboardThat (http://www.storyboardthat.com; see
Figure 2), the observation sheet in Figure 3 was
completed. It notes several of Daquan's writing
process strengths (e.g., adding details, and using
dropdown menus and drag and drop features) and

needs (planning, revising, editing, scrolling, and
discovering new program features). Observation
is powerful only when you make sound inferences
about what you have observed that can inform
instruction. As we observed, we asked ourselves:
What does this mean? While some observations
yielded immediate in-the-moment responses, like
showing Daquan how to scroll left to right, other
observations yielded ideas for future instruction,
such as teaching Daquan to outline a sequence
of events as part of planning before drafting his
story. To teach this, we would model for Daquan
how to use the StoryboardThat outline to sketch a
sequence of events before developing these events
into a story. Then, we would guide him by providing support as he practiced this approach with his
own story. Both modeling and guided practice are
critical for teaching new writing process strategies.
While only certain aspects of the writing process
can be observed at a single point in time, observational notes collected over time can be compiled in
a portfolio to provide a broader and more robust
set of data about students' writing process. This
collection also will show changes in children's
writing process over time, reflecting their writing
process development.

Figure 1.

Observation Sheet for Grade 3 Writing Process Based on the Common Core Standards
(http: //www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/W/3/)
Observed Strengths

Observed Needs

CCSS.ELALITERACY.W.3.5
With guidance and support
from peers and adults,
develop and strengthen
writing as needed by
planning, revising, and
editing.
CCSS.ELALITERACY.W.3.6
With guidance and support
from adults, use technology
to produce and publish
writing (using keyboarding
skills) as well as to interact
and collaborate with others.
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Figure 2.

Observation ofDaquan's Writing

Adds details to each frame, such as scene,
characters, dialogue, and narration, to develop
the event.

Uses dropdown menus and drag and drop
features well to add images to the story.

Needs support to use scrolling menus that move
left to right across the top of the program.

Needs support to discover new features-e.g.,
how to add text narration.

Figure 3.

Completed Observation Sheet for Daquan

CCSS.ELALITERACY.W .3 .5
With guidance and support
from peers and adults,
develop and strengthen
writing as needed by
planning, revising, and
editing.

CCSS.ELALITERACY.W.3.6
With guidance and support
from adults, use technology
to produce and publish
writing (using keyboarding
skills) as well as to interact
and collaborate with others.

Observed Stren~ths
Adds details to each frame,
such as scene, characters,
dialogue, and narration, to
develop the event (see
Figure 3, photo I).

Observed Needs
Creates a scene in each frame one
at a time without planning the
sequence of events. Thus, the
sequence of events is not fluid and
sometimes disconnected.

Uses dropdown menus and
drag and drop features well
to add images to the story
(see Figure 3, photo 2).

Once he finishes a frame he rarely
returns to revise/edit it-needs to
develop more recursivity in his
approach.
Needs support to use scrolling
menus that move left to right across
the top of the program (see Figure
3, photo 3).
Needs support to discover new
features--e.g., how to add text
narration (see FiQUre 3, photo 4).
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Figure 4.
Analytic Scoring Rubric for Grade 3 Narrative Writing Products Based on the Common Core
Standards (http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/W/3/)

Not Yet
Developed

Developing

Developed

NARRATIVE WRITING PRODUCT
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.W.3.3 .A
Establish a situation and introduce a narrator
and/or characters; organize an event sequence
that unfolds naturally.
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.W.3.3.B
Use dialogue and descriptions of actions,
thoughts, and feelings to develop experiences
and events or show the response of characters
to situations).
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.W.3.3.C
Use temporal words and phrases to signal
event order.
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.W.3.3.D
Provide a sense of closure.

Analytic Assessment

Aspects of writing that are the foci of analytic assessment depend on the standards that guide your
Analytic assessment evaluates multiple writing
assessment and instruction. We created our rubric
criteria, usually using a rubric that reflects a
for analyzing narrative writing based on the thirdspectrum of performance indicators, such as not yet
grade CCSS (see Figure 4). Plenty of other analytic
developed, developing, or developed (Christie, Enz,
rubrics are available as well, including those that
Vukelich, & Roskos, 2013; Gunning, 2012;
align with particular instructional approaches
Spandel, 2005). Clearly defined criteria and ex(e.g., Writing Workshop, Six Traits, etc.) and those
amples of performance indicators support reliable
that address specific writing genres (see Figure 5
assessment and help members of the community of
for Weblinks to other analytic writing rubrics).
practice develop shared understandings about writWhat is important in selecting a rubric is that it
ing goals. While analytic assessment can be used to
aligns with your writing goals for your students. To
assess either process or products, we prefer to use
accomplish this, teachers might need to adapt the
observation to capture the more dynamic process
rubrics they find.
of writing, and analytic assessment to evaluate
static written products. Like observation, analytic
We evaluated Daquan's narrative story (see Figassessment should be used periodically throughout ure 6) using our analytic rubric (see Figure 7) to
a unit of writing to track your students' progress
determine which aspects of narrative writing he
and revise instructional objectives. Analyzing a few had developed (characters and expressing characstudents' writing products every day will probably
ters' feelings via dialogue), is developing (creating
accomplish this. Be sure to share with students
situations that unfold into a story, use of narration
some of the strengths that you identified in your
to clarify the storyline, and dialogue that propels
analysis, and set goals with them based on their
the storyline), and has not yet developed (temporal
needs.
words and closure). This information identified
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Figure 5. Links to Other Analytic Rubrics

Rubrics Aligned with Instructional Approaches
Six Traits Writing Rubric
http://www.rubncs4teachers.com/pdf/ 6TRAITSWRITING. pdf
Reggie Routman Writing Essentials Rubric
http://www. uxl .eiu.edu! ~cfder/Readers-WritersWorkshop/WritingRubric. pdf
Caulkins' Narrative Writing Rubric for Grade 3
http://www.heinemann.com/shared/onlineresources/E047l7/Grade3/Gr3_WritePath_LearnPror_Narrative.pdf
Writer's Workshoe Rubric (criteria inspired by ~f>h Fletcher)
http:/ I corbettharnson.com/ documents/ originals/Writers-Workshop 1--Final-rubric-and-scoring-sheet. pdf

Rubrics by Genre ofWriting
Various Writing Genre Rubrics Aligned with CCSS
http:/ /blogs.egusd.net/ ccss/ educators/ ela/ rubrics-k-12/
Informational/ Explanatory Writi!).g Rubric
http://www.tncore.org/ sites/www/Uploads/Inf-Exp%20Grid%20Rubric. pdf
Procedural Writing Rubric
http://www.readwritethink.org/files/ resources/lesson_images/lesson 1018/rubric. pdf
Persuasive Writing Rubric
http://www.readwritethink.org/ files/ resources/ printouts/Persuasion %20 Rubric. pdf
Biography Rubric
http:/ I din ton.kl 2.ia. us/ assets/files/B/biographyrubric. pdf
Poetry Rubric
http://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=3&ved=0CCsQFjAC&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.
somersetacademy.com%2Fourpages%2Fauto%2F20 l 4%2F 11 %2F30%2F36004 l 3 l %2FPoetry%2520Rubric.doc&ei=2wzNVIq-D Ir2ggSvl4DQAQ&usg=AFQjCN Gr_tdSIPY_tmDozFkxdFEm UqEK3w&bvm=bv. 8 507 6809 ,d.eXY

Figure 6. Daquan's Writing Sample (created using "Storyboard That" http://www.storyboardthat.com)
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Figure 7.

Completed Analytic Scoring Rubric Daquan
Not Yet
Developed
NARRATIVE WRITING
PRODUCT
CCSS.ELALITERACY.W.3.3.A
Establish a situation and
introduce a narrator and/or
characters; organize an event
sequence that unfolds naturally.

There are clear
situationsclassroom/school,
home, bad-guys'
hideout, movie
theater ... but these are
not well tied together
through a storyline
sequence that unfolds.

There are clear
characters that
are consistent
across the
storysuperheroes and
bad guys.

Feelings are
clearly
expressed via
dialogue-e.g.,
"You
imbecile!",
"Mohohoho!",
and "Oh no, not
the babv!"

No evidence of
temporal words
yet.
No sense of
closure yet.

several focal areas for instruction (i.e., those aspects
of narrative writing that he is developing and has
not yet developed). While some of these issues
will be addressed by improvements to his writing
process (e.g., clear sequence of events and closure
will likely be improved through better planning),
others may require additional instruction (e.g.,
using narration and dialogue to propel the story,
and using temporal words). Teaching children
to integrate aspects of craft is best accomplished
by modeling for children how you integrate these
elements in your own writing, and then guiding
children to do the same in their own writing.

14

Developed

Some evidence of
narration begins 9n 46 frames, though
further explanation via
the narrator would
clarify the story.
There is dialogue use
in frames 1-4, though
sometimes it is not
clear how it propels
the storyline.

CCSS.ELALITERACY.W.3 .3 .B
Use dialogue and descriptions of
actions, thoughts, and feelings to
develop experiences and events
or show the response of
characters to situations.

CCSS.ELALITERACY. W.3 .3. C
Use temporal words and phrases
to signal event order.
CCSS.ELALitERACY.W .3 .3.D
Provide a sense of closure.

Developing

Both self- and peer-assessments that are aligned
with the criteria in the analytic rubric can help
writers develop meta-awareness of writing goals,
and the ability to evaluate whether expected
criteria are addressed in a piece of writing. Thus,
self- and peer-assessments should be used in
combination with analytic assessment. Further,
to see changes in a writer's use of expected criteria
over time, samples of products can periodically be
collected in a portfolio and compared in terms of
the criteria each meets.
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Figure 8.
Self-Evaluation Writing Checklist based on Grade 3 CCSS (http://www.corestandards.org/ELALiteracy/W/3/)

Criteria
I have characters and someone who tells the story (narrator).

Check if the
criterion is met

I explain the situation for the story.
I have multiple things that happen or that I tell about.
The order of the things that happen, or that I tell about make sense
(sequence).
I use words to help the reader understand when things happen in the story.
I describe the way that things look, feel, and sound in my story.
I describe what my characters think or feel in the story.
I have characters talking in the story (dialogue).
I have an ending for my story (closure).
I checked the spelling in my story.
I used a capital at the beginning of my sentences, and punctuation at the
end.
I indented my paragraphs.

Self-Evaluation
The idea that you can always make improvements
is essential to good writing (Murray, 2003). Self-assessment guides how to make these improvements.
In fact, Strong (2006) argues that it is the "key to
writing progress" (p. 122). The concept of making writing better creates a different mindset than
hunting for and fixing errors. Of course, correcting
errors is necessary, but fixing errors is a byproduct
of making writing better. "Too many students
conceive of revision as a way to fix a broken piece.
In fact, it's just the opposite-it's a way to honor
a strong piece that has real potential" (Fletcher,
2013, p. 168). We teach children self-assessment
to help them engage in meaningful revision to
improve their writing. Self-assessment can be used
after each draft of a piece of writing that a student
wishes to continue improving.

Self-assessment supports students' development
of meta-awareness about how well their writing
process or products align with the standards against
which they are evaluated. The criteria on self-assessments should align with the criteria on the other
process or product assessments that you use. AB one
example, we created a checklist for self-evaluation
of narrative writing products (see Figure 8) that
aligned with the third-grade CCSS and our analytic
rubric that was presented previously in Figure 4.
Note that a few additional criteria were added to
the checklist (i.e., checking spelling, using capitals
and punctuation conventionally, and indenting
paragraphs). We added these to draw students'
attention to aspects of their writing that we had
observed were in need of attention.

2015, Vol. 47, No.2
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Figure 9.

Guiding Students' SelfAssessment ofWriting

Is that something you want
to add?

START
Does the story have .. .[any of
the criteria on your
checklist]?

YES

Where does the story
have ... [evidence of that
criterion]?

NO

YES

[Remind as
necessary]
Mark down on your
checklist that you
want to add that.

No

[Honor child's choice
and move on to the
next criterion.]

Evidence
Identified

[Remind as necessary]
Check it off on your
checklist.

Figure 10.

Using a Writing Sample to Model the Use of the SelfEvaluation Checklist
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To guide students' development of self-assessment,
we used the following steps.

1. Provide a writing sample that can be used
to model how to evaluate the criteria in the
self-assessment checklist. Read the sample text
and think aloud as you explain your evaluation
process. Then, guide students in evaluating
other criteria on the checklist for this piece of
writing with you. You may want to try the procedures for guiding students' self-assessment
of writing presented in Figure 9. For example,
we used a sample story collected from a child
at another school to model and provide guided
practice for using the checklist (see Figure 10).
2. Support students' use of the self-assessment
checklist to evaluate their own writing, either
one-on-one or in a small group. For example,
we used the questioning process presented in
Figure 9 to guide Latifah through the self-evaluation process for her first narrative story draft
(see Figure 11). Through this process, she identified several things she wanted to attend to in
her revision, which were designated by arrows
(see Figure 12).

3. Once students can self-assess without your
questioning or support, confer with them after
their self-assessments to be apprised about their
writing goals.
Based on Latifah's revision goals stemming from
her self-assessment (i.e., creating a situation,
sequence of events, and closure), we planned for
subsequent instruction. For example, we planned
to model and provide guided practice for using a
graphic organizer that would facilitate her planning. We also planned to provide instruction for
adding description and sequencing words in her
writing through modeling and guided practice.
Further, since Daquan shared these needs, we
planned to teach these aspects of writing to him
and Latifah together.
Using consistent criteria to evaluate writing across
assessment methods (e.g., analytic rubric and
self-assessment checklist) can reinforce the expected practices in your writing community. Collecting
students' self-assessments, along with the subsequent revised writing that they produce, can show
how writers use self-assessment to guide their

Figure 11.

Latifah's Writing Sample: First Draft

i like dogs they is cien. i like cat beceus they is prette. i like my tether beceus they is
ninece.

Figure 12.

✓

Latifah's Completed Self-Evaluation Checklist: First Draft

✓

lusodaapltalattbebrpu,i,lgofn,yremm=.aild.
- - at Ille end.
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process of revision and editing. Further, these
samples collected across time can show improvements in students' abilities to self-assess in order to
improve their writing.

Peer Evaluation
Peer assessment is particularly useful when students
are struggling to figure out how to further revise a
piece of writing after they have already used self-assessment. Using peer assessment maximizes students' access to feedback and expertise, builds students' writing confidence, develops meta-awareness
of writing criteria (Gunning, 2012; Strong, 2006),
and strengthens mutual engagement within your
writing community (Lave & Wenger, 1991). We

suggest beginning peer assessment after you have
established dear criteria for writing goals through
the use of self-assessment. Further, the peer evaluation checklist should mirror the criteria in the
self-evaluation checklist to facilitate students'
engagement in discussing these criteria. Notice
the strong similarities between our self-evaluation
checklist (Figure 8) and peer evaluation checklist
(Figure 13). Using peer assessment addresses the
CCSS for strengthening writing through support
from peers (CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.W3.5).
Teaching children how to engage in peer assessment is critical for its effectiveness (Gunning,
2012). We used a three-step process to teach peer
assessment, which was similar to how we taught
self-assessment.

Figure 13 .

Peer-Evaluation Writing Checklist based on Grade 3 CCSS (http:/lwww.corestandards.org/ELALiteracy/W/3/)

Criteria
There are characters and someone who tells the story (narrator).
There is a situation for the story.
There are multiple things that happen or that the author tells about.
The order of the things that happen, or that the author tells about make
sense (sequence).
There are words to help the reader understand when things happen in the
story.
There are words that describe the way that things look, feel, and sound in
the story.
There are words that describe what the characters think or feel in the story.
There are characters talking in the story (dialogue).
There is an ending for the story (closure).
The spelling has been checked.
There are capitals at the beginnings of sentences and punctuation at the
ends.
Paragraphs are indented.

18
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Figure 14.
Guiding Students' Peer-Assessment of Writing

STEP 1 for each
of the criterion on
the checklist
Does the story
have ... [any of the
criteria on the

Elicit other
peer opinions
(back to
beginning of
Step 1)

NO

checklistl?

Where does the
story
have ... [evidence of
that criterion]?

Elicit other
peer opinions
(back to
beginning of
Step 1)

NO

Evidence
Identified

Elicit other peer
opinions (back to
beginning of Step 1)

YES

[Remind as necessary]
Mark down on your checklist that you
want to add that.

NO

[Honor child's choice and move on to
the next criterion.]

Step 2 (ask author): Is that
something you want to add?

1. Guide students through the peer-assessment
discussion process, as outlined in Figure 14.
Use a piece of your student's writing for this
discussion so that the feedback is meaningful.
We used Latifah's second draft of her narrative
story that she had already revised based on her
self-assessment (see Figure 15). As we discussed
her story in a small group, Daquan used

checkmarks on the peer evaluation checklist to
show criteria that we agreed were already met
in Latifah's story, and we consulted with Latifah about what criteria she wanted to address
that had not been checked off on the list. We
used an arrow to mark the criteria she wanted
to address (see Figure 16).
2. Choose one of the students in the group to

2015, Vol. 47, No.2
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Figure 15 .

Latifah's Writing Sample: Second Draft

I saw the chet cat out sid at the doller stor. I like cat beceus they is prette. Then i
saw my good Tether in the stor. I like my tether beceus they is ninece. She les out the
stor. i lath the stor . I sot the red and wite dog . I like dogs they is cien. I want home.

Figure 16.

Completed Peer-Evaluation Checklist for
Latifah's Second Draft

Thtre iln words th,lt describe the W<l)' that thlni~ look. fed..
and 'iound in the story.

.

111e-re .arc \-._.Ord th.at describewhat the characters thJnk or
tfoelinthestory
'Th,re aro charocten. talku1g ill the "'1lry(dialogue).
~ There is an cl'\ding rO,-the-Stot'YtciO~f;)

L11,;; spdllng ruis b<en rlwclctd.-

f:.;,:,
t

are coplWs at tile beginnlng,;ofs~and
nctuadctlattheends.

. Pa~areindented.

lead the peer evaluation discussion for another
story. Observe, and only provide support for
the conversation as necessary. This will support
students' increased independence engaging in
this process. Remember that effective learning
requires repetition. This means that you must
provide lots of opportunities for supported peer
assessment to allow students to hone these skills.
3. When students can peer-assess without your
support, simply confer with the writer afterward to find out his or her revision goals so
that you can plan to support these.
Group size for peer evaluation varies. Often groups
of three to five students work well, but what works
changes based on the members of the group and
the pieces of writing being shared. Observe how
the peer groups in your classroom operate. Then
modify group sizes and members as needed to
improve productivity.

20

Based on the goals Latifah identified through the
peer evaluation process, we identified support and
instruction that would be appropriate to help her
address these goals. For example, we recognized
that she needed support for improving the conventional use of spelling in the story, since this was a
struggle for her in drafting and revising the story
both times. While some peer feedback included
how to spell specific words, other words that were
not spelled conventionally were not addressed.
Teaching Latifah to use the spell-check feature in
Word would help her address this issue. Additionally, teaching a lesson about integrating sequencing
words or dialogue into a narrative would also support her goals. Of course, the lesson would need to
include both modeling and guided practice.

Portfolios
Portfolios provide a way to collect writing to
share with others, including peers, administrators,
support teachers, and parents. They showcase a
range of writing (CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.W3.10),
and allow you to track writing development over
time (e.g., across s unit, semester, year, or multiple
years). Since portfolios reflect the writing that is
created and valued by a particular community of
practice, they may look quite different across classrooms or schools.
There are many ways portfolio content can be
selected, depending on your purposes. One way is
to select a writer's best pieces to put into a
"presentation portfolio" (Strong, 2006, p. 140).
This approach highlights a writer's strengths.
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Another way is to select related pieces of writing
(Vizyak, 1997). This allows for comparison of a
writer's pieces across a topic or genre to show a writer's development. Additionally, a portfolio might
also include planning notes, drafts, and finished
products to show the writer's process (Gunning,
2012; Tompkins, 2011). This is sometimes referred
to as a "working portfolio" (Strong, 2006, p. 140).
This highlights process-related strengths and needs.
A portfolio might also include all of the above organized in separate sections. Finally, any of the aforementioned portfolios might include assessments of
the selected writing samples, including observation
notes, analytic rubrics, or self-assessments. Figure
17 lists some possible portfolio items.
We suggest including children in the portfolio selection process to further hone their self-assessment
skills (Fletcher & Portalupi, 2001; Strong, 2006;
Tompkins, 2011) and to develop agency with regard
to their writing development. For example, students
might be asked to select their best narrative story
to represent this genre in their portfolio. Or, they
might be asked to select multiple documents that
show planning, revising, and editing for a particular
piece of writing. Also, they might be asked to select
a piece that addresses a specific criterion, such as
showing use of narrative dialogue or using temporal
words to guide sequence of events. When children
select pieces for their portfolio, it is important to
discuss why they selected these. This will help you
understand their proficiency at self-assessment, as
well as gain insights into their understanding of the
expected writing criteria. Further, it provides an opportunity for feedback and conversation about their
writing strengths and goals.

Consider Latifah's portfolio in Figure 18. These
documents show her engagement in the process
of revision and editing (CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.W.3.5), as well as ability to write a narrative
that includes characters, situation, descriptions,
and closure (CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.W.3.3). If
a larger collection of writing had been collected
(e.g., across multiple stories for varied genres),
then her range of writing (CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.W.3.10) could also have been assessed.
Like other writing assessments, information
gleaned from the portfolio can guide instruction
and goal setting. For example, most evident from
Latifah's portfolio are her needs in the areas of
planning before writing and developing strategies
for editing for conventional use of spelling, as we
discussed previously. At a later point in time, after
more pieces have been added to her portfolio,
these goals can be revisited to determine if improvements have been made or if further instruction is necessary.

Practical Steps
The following are some practical steps teachers can
take to begin integrating multiple writing assessments to inform classroom instruction.
1. Create assessment tools (i.e., observation sheet,

analytic rubric, self-assessment checklist, and
peer-assessment checklist) to use in your classroom that are based on the writing standards
you use and the focus of your writing curriculum (e.g., we used the CCSS and focused on
narrative writing in this article).

Figure 17.

Potential Portfolio Items

Product Items
Stories, personal accounts
Poems, songs, plays
Essays, reports
Letters, email
Published books

Process Items
Notes, outlines, and sources
Journals, modeled poems
Drafts, notes, sources
Charts, illustrations, ideas
Logs, lists, plans

Assessment Items
Observation Sheets
Analytic Rubrics
Self-Assessment
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Figure 18.

Sample Portfolio for Latifah
Self•Evaln.>11_1)11 WriUngCIRddbt,
Name:

LIUt~

Date;

2. Observe students to assess their engagement in
the writing process, and identify strengths and
needs for instruction. Share these observations
through conversations with your students.
3. Use an analytic rubric to assess students' writing products, and identify writing strengths
and needs for instruction. Discuss your analysis with your students.
4. Teach your students to use a self-assessment
checklist to evaluate their writing process or
products, develop meta-awareness of writing
goals, and identify goals for revision.
5. Teach your students to use peer assessment
to expand the breadth and depth of feedback
provided within your classroom community,
and to help children develop meta-awareness
of writing goals.
6. Collect writing samples of process and products across genres, as well as the assessments
that correspond with these (e.g., observation sheet, analytic rubric, or self-assessment
checklist) to show students' growth over time
and demonstrate to what extent they have addressed the writing standards. Share the portfolio with students, parents, administrators, or
support teachers.
7. Celebrate and share your students' writing
accomplishments and success!
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